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given. General Franco had much that he could have
conceded which would have been little loss to Spain,
but of immense strategic value to his allies—the Balearic
Isles, the Canary Islands, parts of Spanish Morocco,
harbourage facilities in the South, flying rights through
Spain, etc.
The non-intervention pact, which had been a polite
comedy until November, was bound to deteriorate into
a most tragical farce unless the insurgents could gain
a speedy victory. If they had taken Madrid in November,
it would have been easy to have recognized General
Franco as the de facto ruler of Spain, and the exact means
by which a dictator rises to power are soon forgotten—
those most interested being by then either dead or in
prison. It is still something of a miracle that he failed.
He had nearly all the regular army, the Foreign Legion,
and the Moorish troops, together with a small Italian
contingent; he had German and Italian aviators and
aeroplanes which more than counterbalanced the
loyalty of the Spanish air force. He controlled nearly
all the arms inside Spain until the Russian munitions
began to come in October.
The Spanish Navy, though loyal, was unimportant.
Of all the services it had been the most inefficiently and
corruptly managed. The British Government saw to it
that its few ships should not be effective. On August
23rd a Republican ship dared to search a British ship
going into an insurgent port in Morocco. We sent a
battle cruiser, and stopped any nonsense of that sort.
Within three months we were recognizing an * insurgent
blockade* which was entirely ineffective except in so
far as it was backed by Italian submarines. On November
25th one of these submarines attacked a Spanish cruiser
in Cartagena. The British Government took no notice

